HOW TO REMEDIATE USING FOCUSED REVIEW

Understanding your results and then taking action to remediate in the areas in which you struggled should be part of your normal routine when using ATI products. Follow the easy steps outlined in this document to get you started. The following information is available:

- Remediate using Focused Review
- Select Topics for Remediation
- Choose a Format

Remediate using Focused Review

Some Proctored and Practice Assessments offer the opportunity to remediate immediately after completing the assessment, using a feature called Focused Review.

To begin remediation, sign in to www.atitesting.com with your Username and Password.

1. Click the My Results tab.
2. Click either the Proctored Assessments tab or the Practice Assessments tab to display a list of assessments.
3. Locate the Proctored or Practice Assessment for which you want to create a Focused Review and click the Create icon associated with that assessment.
Note: If “N/A” displays in the **Focused Review** column, a Focused Review is not available for that assessment.

**Select Topics for Remediation:**

- To select specific topics, select the **Select from all missed Topics to Review** option. Select the check box to the left of each topic you want to include in your remediation. The default is to include all missed topics.

- To enable the system to automatically include topics based on your percent correct, select the **Select sections where percent is below ___%** option and enter the percent value. Then click **Select**.

- When you are finished with your selections, click **Create Focused Review**.
Choose a Format

When the Focused Review launches, the remediation information is presented in different formats, indicated by the icon appearing to the left of the topic in the tree list.

**Note:** Remediation Templates will be included for all RN 2010 assessments and PN 2011 assessments.

**Legend**

- Designates a printable PDF document of a specific chapter in the review module. The materials displayed are the actual chapters from your Review Modules that correspond to the question(s) you missed.

- Designates a Web page or video content.
➤ You can close the Focused Review and return to the material at another time. Click the **Results** tab and then click the appropriate **Focused Review** icon to return to a previously generated Focused Review.

➤ You can recreate a Focused Review using different criteria. Click the **My Results** tab and then click the appropriate **Recreate** icon to display your selection options.